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Abstract 

The design of simple cryptographic protocols for el- 
ementary two-party (sessmn ormnted) tasks (such as 
entity authentzcatwn and key transport) has had a 
history (start ing with [NS78]) where security has been 
qmte evaswe. Only recently we have seen protocol 
designs which are both provably secure and efficient 

Currently, much at tention of the designers of net- 
work systems and services ks directed towards group 
operations, whmh will enable such impor tant  tasks 
as one-to-many dmtnbution of content,  group collab- 
oratwe efforts, etc over the Internet  and Intranets  
[Be98]. Rather  than designing each group oriented 
task from scratch, we move in this work towards a 
more methodological approach, which derives a de- 
sign of group (multicast) protocols from two-party 
ones. The approach, whmh we call secure protocol ex- 
panswn, maintains the efficiency of the basra design 
and at the same t~me preserves provable security. I t  
enables us to achmve efficmnt and secure protocols 
for a large variety of group tasks. We consider basic 
group authentlcatmn and key t ranspor t  protocols, as 
well as functional protocol extensmns like multicast  
perfect forward secrecy, group access-control, group 
announcement and termination.  

K e y  w o r d s :  protocol design, protocol transfor- 
matron, secure group protocols, complexity theoretm 
proofs, anthentmatmn, key t ransport ,  forward secrecy. 

1 Introduction 

The design of efficmnt cryptographic protocols for the 
basic tasks of entity authent~catmn and key trans- 
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port  had a long and t roubled history of flawed and 
inadequate solutions. For example, fundamental  "in- 
terleawng attacks" have not been recogmzed m their  
full generality until  the KryptoKnight  project (see 
e g. [B-al-91, M-al-92, TvH93, B-al-95, JTY97]). Con- 
sequently, KryptoKnight  presented new approaches 
for authentmatlon and key distr ibutions taking such 
at tacks into account and gave modular  extensions to 
bmld a three-par ty  server protocol from two-party 
one Bellare and Rogaway demonstra ted m [BR93, 
BR95], using symmetr ic  cryptosystems, a provably 
secure protocol for two-par.ty entity authentication 
and authent icated key t ransport ,  respectively. Sub- 
sequently, Blake-Wdson and Menezes (see [BM97]) 
built on this work to design protocols for the same 
two tasks in the asymmetrm (pubhc key) case. 

The ~mportance of "complexity-theoretic secure 
solutmns" Is convincingly argued in the papers above 
However, there is no notion of robust modifications 
and variations of these basra protocols (of [BR93, 
BR95, BM97]). Further,  it appears tha t  even the 
smallest modifications to such protocols can invah- 
date their  provable security, whmh explmns the dif- 
ficulty of the task at hand This observation also 
implies tha t  the presented protocols should be con- 
sidered "take it or leave i t ' .  There are, however, a va- 
riety of (real-hfe) scenarios, where the requirements 
for a protocol incrementally differ form the model 
of [BR93, BR95, BM97]. For example in mul t ipar ty  
commumcatmn, a group leader and a group member 
play different roles and thus have different capabili- 
ties A two-party interaction between the leader and 
a member (e.g., for key t ransport)  is among non- 
symmetric  partners.  Thus, we might require tha t  
the leader generates the key and at the same t ime is 
the recipient of the  last message of the prototol to 
detect  unsuccessful termination.  Currently, there is 
no al ternatwe in such a si tuation to designing (and 
proving )) a protocol from scratch, even when the end 
result is very similar to the solutions of [BR93, BR95, 
BM97]. One such example was the effort to design 
(and prove secure in this model) a key distr ibution 
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with smart cards in [SR96], who based their design 
on a modified [LM93]. 

Our goal is to work towards a remedy for this 
situation by introducing instances of s e c u r e  pro-  
toco l  e x p a n s i o n s .  Such transformations allow a 
protocol designer to systematically leverage the basic 
work of [BR93, BR95, BM97] to obtain a customized 
solution. This direction is influenced by the "mod- 
ular and scalable" approach of the work on Kryp- 
toKnight whmh took an entity authentmation proto- 
col, extended it to a two-party key exchange of var- 
ious flavors, and further extended this design to the 
"Needham-Schroeder" three party model. 

Our transformatmns expand the functmnahty of 
the protocol by incremental reqmrements that  either 
increase the number of partms, vary the partms' func- 
tmnallty, or add properties to the specffied protocol. 
In this way, we derive increasingly more specmlized 
protocols, customazed to actual system requirements. 
Intuitavely, our "protocol expansmn approach" is to 
construct a new protocol P2 vm a transformation 
from a protocol P1 which is already proven secure 
and then show that any adversary whmh can break P'2 
can also break P1. Indeed, the incremental expansion 
by small but useful steps and the proof methodology, 
is what typffies our transformations (rather than de- 
scribing them by a formal definitmn, which seems 
hard to do). Basmally, each step adds a commum- 
cation step to the basac protocol, or aggregates mes- 
sages based on the basic protocol. As a result, the 
initml structure of the basic protocol P1 is embedded 
inside P2 in certain ways (e.g., as a substructure or 
as an aggregated structure). 

The goal of our method is primarily to achmve se- 
cure multzcastmg protocols (though it probably can 
be used elsewhere) The multzcast key transport prob- 
lem is stated as follows one entity (leader) wishes to 
select keying reformation and communicate it in se- 
cret to a group of other entities (members) over a 
distributed network If each member also desires an 
assurance of the leader's identity (and vice versa), 
this as known as authentzcated multzcast key trans- 
port. Note that even if this task is amplemented as a 
sequence of two-party protocols (e.g., whenever a new 
party wants to join the multicast group), it as now 
executed among two unequal partms and thus new 
requirements may apply. A closely related problem 
is multzcast authenticatzon. Here, the leader merely 
desires an assurance of the members'  ldentaty (or vice 
versa). Based on these two basra primitives, funda- 
mental tasks which add more functmnality, such as 
group access control, group announcement and termz- 
natwn, and group-key and sesswn-key management 
can be performed within the group Also, perfect 
forward secrecy (see [DOW92]) as typical additional 
reqmrement in thin setting. 

O u r  

1 

C o n t r i b u t i o n s .  

Define the security goals for multmast authen- 
tication, authenticated multmast key transport, 
and more complex tasks, such as group access 
control and forward secret group session-key &s- 
tribution. 

2. Construct some basic provably secure "proto- 
col expansions" general enough to cover both 
the symmetric key and asymmetric key cases: 
0) transform a two-party auth/key-transport  n 
flow protocol into a two-party n + 1 flow proto- 
col (as explained later, such a transformation m 
needed to obtain protocols meeting additional 
consmtency requirements); (u) transform a two- 
party auth/key-transport  protocol mto corre- 
sponding multicast protocols; (hi) embed basic 
multicast protocols in group management rou- 
tines to enhance the protocol functionality. 

3. Construct a provably secure mult~cast session- 
key distribution protocol with forward secrecy 
out of basic secure multicast protocols 

M u l t i c a s t  B a c k g r o u n d :  Many secure group com- 
munication protocols have been proposed in the ht- 
erature from small group collaboration (e.g., [G97]) 
to Internet wide IP-multmast (see [C÷99] for a tax- 
onomy of multmasting protocols). [BC95] argue that 
multicast commumcation is inherently more suscepti- 
ble to security attacks than urn-cast. Multicast secu- 
rity is indeed one of the current research interests of 
the Internet community ([Be98]) The type of trans- 
formations we introduce can ymld a basra "arsenal" 
of group-protocols which are flexible so that  they can 
be easily matched onto different group structures and 
network architectures, glwng solutions which are es- 
sentially as efficmnt as the ones proposed in the ht- 
erature (e.g., [BC95, B96, M97, AMP96, JKKO94, 
G94, G97]) and are, m addition, provably secure 
Both the efficiency and flexibihty are imphed by the 
design methodology (starting from two party proto- 
cols and transform incrementally using simple expan- 
sions) We note that  here, we do not consider (yet) 
Diffie-Hellman based approaches to group commum- 
cation, for whmh a large body of work exists as well 
(see, e g., [STW96, BW98, AST98]). 

O r g a n i z a t i o n  of  t h e  r e s t  of  t h e  p a p e r :  In Sec- 
tion 2 we review and umfy the two-party definitions 
and security models developed in [BR93, BR95, BM97]. 
Section 3 introduces a simple syntax to express our 
transformations. Our first t ransformatmn m Sec- 
tmn 4 shows how to add a consmtency reqmrement 
to key transport  to ensure that  a joining group mem- 
ber is not left in an inconsistent state w~th respect to 
the leader Sections 5 and 6 give transformations for 
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multicast authentication and key transport.  In Sec- 
tion 7 we introduce multicast with perfect forward 
secrecy Section 8 ties all the concepts together in the 
design of group management. Section 10 contains a 
few concrete protocols obtained by applying our pro- 
posed transformatmns All our proofs are given only 
as sketches of ideas rather than being formal (however 
they provide enough intuitmn to explain our claims 
and the essence that will guide the formalism) 

2 Definitions and Model for Basic Two-Party Pro- 
tocols 

In the following, we present a unification and overview 
of the definitions and models developed for symmet- 
ric key and asymmetric key cases resp. in [BR93, 
BR95] and in [BM97] This unified model serves as 
our base for expansion This model allows the adver- 
sary to control the message schedule and interleaving 
of sessions among parties, it is a natural  model for 
open networks where entities may engage in concur- 
rent activities (e.g multiple authentication sessions). 
This was first pointed out in [B-al-91] and further de- 
veloped in [DOW92, BR93]. The adversary controls 
whmh parties to corrupt and its actmns are modeled 
by the queries it asks The security is formulated 
with respect to the non-corrupted parties Let us re- 
view the model at some formal level, for more details 
see the above mentioned papers 

A protocol is implemented by a function H: 
H(1 k, A, B, KA,B, C, p) = ((m, a), 5, ~) 
where k is the security parameter, A is identity of 
sender; B is identity of intended partner; KA,B is se- 
cret keying reformation of the sender (long-lived sym- 
metric key with intended partner or private key). We 
assume that every party, including E, has access to 
any public keying information of all parties involved, 
c is the conversation so far; p are (possible) random 
coins, (m, a) the next message sent by A to B with 
its signature if an asymmetric solution is used, 5 is 
A's current decision to accept the outcome of the 
protocol; ~ the exchanged key. A key generator 
is associated with a protocol and generates the ap- 
proprmte keying material This can be either a long 
lived symmetric key shared by two parties or pub- 
llc/prlvate key portions for any given party's public 
key In the latter case, G also forms a directory pub- 
lzc znfo containing the public keying information for 
each party 

The adversary E is a probabflistic Turing ma- 
chine, which takes pubhc znfo as input (if any) and 
which can make quemes to H ~ A,B, which IS the oracle 
for protocol of A at tempting to talk to B in session s 
(the sth protocol run between A and B) The queries 
are summarized in Figure 1 The send-query indi- 
cates that E is sending message (m, a) to A, claiming 

it is from B m session s. The reveal-query gives E 
the session key of s and the corrupt-query gives E the 
long-term secrets of A. A benign adversary faithfully 
executes the send-queries according to the protocol. 
Other restricted adversaries are possible, though not 
needed in the paper. 

Different suggested two-party protocols use dif- 
ferent cryptographic primitives for encryptlon and 
message authentmation. Some of our transformations 
employ In addition pseudo-random functwns [GGM] 
as a primitive, denoted PRFk (x). 

A eonversatwn of II~, B is the sequence 
C = (tl,OZl,~l)(~2,0/2,~2),..  , 
where at time t l  the oracle was asked czl and re- 
sponded with j31, etc 

D e f i n i t i o n  1 (Matching Conversatwn, from [BR93]) 
Consider a protocol with R moves. Let R = 2r - 1. 
We say that C' is matching to C zf C ~s prefixed 
by (to, A, o~l)(t2, t31, a2) .. (t2r-1, fl~-l, c~r) and C' zs 
prefixed by ( t l ,Otl ,~l) ,  (t3,O~2,~2).. ( t2 r -a ,Ol r - l ,~ r -1 )  
and analogously for C matching to C I. 

Similarly, we say that  C ~ is matching to C in- 
cluding signatures, if each message is signed and the 
signatures match as well in the conversatmn. 

2.1 Mutual Authentication (MA) & Authenticated 
Key Transport (AKT) 

Let No-matchE(k) be the event in which an non- 
corrupt oracle accepts the outcome of the protocol 
against adversary E without the existence of another 
non-corrupt corresponding oracle that had a match- 
mg conversation Note that  signatures are not in- 
cluded to allow E to replace a signature m a flow by 
a different, but  also valid signature (see [BM97]). 

D e f i n i t i o n  2 (Mutual authentication MAA,B, from 
[BR93, BM97]) 
(1) II~,B and II~,A have matching conversatzon (wzth 
szgnatures) =-~ both accept. (2) P (no-matchE ( k ) ) ~s 
neghgzble. 

When adversary E issues a reveal-query t6 II 8 A , B ,  
we say that II~, B is opened. II~, B is fresh if 1) it 
has accepted, 2) is unopened and non-corrupt, and 
3) there is no opened or corrupted oracle engaging in 
a matching conversation with II~,B 

D e f i n i t i o n  3 (Authenticated Key Transport AKTA,B, 
from [BR93, BM97]) 
(1) II zs secure mutual authent~eatwn protocol. (2) 
In presence of a benzgn adversary E, both YI~,B and 
H~,A accepts the same key, chosen according to a 
predefined dzstmbutwn. (3) E cannot distmguzsh an 
accepted key at a fresh oracle from a random value 
w~th non-neghg~ble probabihty. 
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Query 

Send(A, B, s, (m, a)) 

Reveal(A, B, s) 

Corrupt(A,/£') 

Oracle reply 

II(ra 'a) '~( lk ,A,B,K,c~,s  (re, a)) 

I I~( lk ,A ,B,K,C~,B " (re, a)) 

g = {KA,B, } 

Figure 1. Adversary's queries 

Oracle update 

c s c s . (m, a) 
A~B +- A~B 

none 

R~-#'  

3 Message-Format Syntax for Transformations 

We introduce a message format syntax to help us 
formulate our protocol transformatmns. 

For our protocol transformations, we define a mes- 
sage mA,B from H 8 t o  H~, A as being grouped into A,B 
the following fields: A is the sender identification, B 
is the receiver identification, d~ is data (pay-load) 
created by A for session s, and d~ m data created 
by B and echoed in A's message. Let r~ denote a 
nonce created by A. Let e denote encryption, let a 
denote message authentication. Some of these fields 
can be empty We also subsume the nonce into the 
payload if no explicit transformatmn on the nonces Is 
required. Depending on the basic assumption of the 
protocol (i e., symmetric or asymmetrm cryptogra- 
phy), encryption and authentication in mA,8 is done 
either wa a shared key between A and B or with the 
public key of B and the pNvate key of A respectively 
Hence we can describe mA,B in the symmetrm case as 

, n  - -  r s d s . s  [ d  s s a m = L~,~,  A, A,as ,eA,BL A,ds) ,  A,B(.)), where 
a(.) denotes authentlcatmn applied to the preceding 
part of the message. If asymmetric key cryptography 
is used, then we have: 

s 8 s s s m = ( B , A ,  r A , d A , d s , e s ( d A , d B ) , a A ( . ) ) .  

4 Transformation to Assure Group Member Con- 
sistency 

While the requirements for AKTA,B of [BR93] are 
certainly necessary, they might not be sufficient for 
specific applicatmns, such as multmastmg. For in- 
stance, the adversary can cause any of the parties 
not to accept and the other to accept. In this sectmn 
we show how to ensure that a joining group mem- 
ber is not left in an inconsistent state with respect 
to the group leader We present possible additional 
consistency requirements 

D e f i n i t i o n  4 (Conszstency for A K T )  

1. B has accepted (holding the sesswn-key) ~ A 
has accepted. 

2. A has accepted :=~ B has accepted (holding the 
sesswn-key).  

In a multicast environment,  A is typically the 
group-leader and B is a (prospective) member of A's 
group. A group-leader distributes a group key to all 
(authorized) parties requesting membership m the 
multicast group, possibly by executing a separate 
AKTA,B,  for all requesting partms B, A group- 
leader also manages a list of current group members. 
The first reqmrement above guarantees that  when a 
member accepts, it is indeed included on the leader's 
group-hst, while the second requirement ensures that  
a member being included on the leader's list lmphes 
that  the member has accepted Adding both reqmre- 
ments imphes that  the AKT protocol has to solve 
consensus, an Impossible task in the presence of our 
strong adversary E (see [FLP85]). Still, all correct 
and minimal (i.e., a party cannot accept before the 
receipt of the last message sent to it) protocols fulfill 
either the first or the second reqmrement 

L e m m a  5 Any  correct mzn~mal A K T  protoeol fulfills 
consistency requirement 1 (2) zf and only ~f the last 
message ~s sent by the leader A (member B) .  

Proof :  0dea)" Assume that  the last message is 
sent by the prospective group member. The prospec- 
tive group member must have already accepted at the 
time it sent the message. The leader cannot accept 
before the receipt of this message, since otherwise we 
could design a protocol with the same behavior with 
one less round of messages. O 

Now, let us conmder the case where E manages to 
terminate AKT m a state where either a member B 
or the leader A has not accepted. If the member has 
not accepted, it can simply restart the AKT protocol. 
If a prospective member B has accepted, but  not the 
leader, then we must decide whose responsibility it is 
to restart the AKT. It is hkely that  at that  point, the 
leader does not have proof of B 's  authenticity Hence, 
if we put the responsibility onto the leader, we fur- 
ther increase the load and open up vulnerabilities to 
demal of service attacks against the leader. The only 
other option m this case ~s to have B time-out after 
it accepted and has not received any group-messages. 
Given these considerations, it is advantageous using 
an AKT protocol guaranteeing Consistency Require- 
ment 1 Indeed, many of the actual protocols (e g ,  
[G97]) are demgned this way. We now show how to 
transform any secure protocol with Consistency Re- 
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qmrement 2 (such as the [BR93] protocol) into a se- 
cure protocol with Consistency Requirement 1. N 
denotes the number  of messages exchanged in AKT 
An example of a concrete application of this transfor- 
mation can be found in Section 10. Let the resulting 
protocol be denoted by AKT* 

8 I 

• Construct AKT~, B and AKTA,B (s' # s, 
e.g., s' = s + 1) AKT *' transports a 
dummy key, e.g., a null string 

• For all messages in rounds # i  (3 < i < N) 
and session s. m~4,B = (B, A, d~, d~, a(.)) '  
is replaced by 
m = (B ,A , (d~ ,d~)~ , (d~ ,d~)~ -2 ,a ( ) )  
and similarly for mB,A 

• A new message # ( N  + 1) from A to B is 
created, which is taken as the message 

s I # ( N -  1) from A to B in AKTA, s .  (Data 
which does not influence B's  decision can 
be omitted) 

T h e o r e m  6 A K T  ~ zs a secure authenticated key trans- 
port protocol. 

Proof :  (idea): We first show that  AKT* is a secure 
MA. We assume that  E break MA against AKT~,B, 
and show that in this case E is also successful against 
AKTA,B: Consider the first flow accepted by the re- 
ceiver, in a conversation of AKT~, B which distin- 
guishes it from a matching conversation Since AKT~,B 

s n 
and AKTA, B are both secure MA when executed 

8* 3"  alone, and since both HA, B and HB, A are fresh, E 
must have combined some information of the flows 
of these two sessions in order to compute the dzstin- 
gmshmg flow. But in this case, E can simply observe 
the flows of AKT~,  s to break MA against AKTX,  B. 

It ~s straightforward that  in the presence of a be- 
nign adversary, both parties always accept the same 
key, transported m the AKT~,B-part  of AKT* We 
are left to show that  E cannot guess the resulting 
key at a fresh party" Since AKT~.B is secure and 

since AKT~',B does not use any data related to the 
resulting key, E obtaining non-neghgflbe information 
on the key is equivalent to breaking AKT~, B. [] 

5 From Authentication to Multicast Authentica- 
tion 

In this section, we show a secure protocol expan- 
sion, transforming a two-party MA into a multicast 
authentication protocol: A single party A wants to 
authenticate n distinct parties B = {B1, B2 , . . .  Bn} 
at the same time. A might communicate via a sin- 
gle multicast message or by many one-to-one mes- 
sages. Let No-match~E(k) denote the previously de- 

fined event for oracles II~,~, lrl~,,A. 

D e f i n i t i o n  7 (Multicast Authent2cation) 
(1) Vi : (II~,~,II~,,A) have matching conversatwn 
(wzth szgnatures) ~ both accept wrt to i. (2) Vi : 
P (no-match, E (k)) zs negligible. 

Note that  the above definition requires that  if 
A has some non-matching conversations, then still 
the parties involved in matching ones have to accept. 
We now show a transformation of a mutual  authenti- 
cation protocol MAA,B into a multicast authentica- 
tion protocol MAA,~, with the simplifying assump- 
tion that  no encryption is used in MAA,B (if this is 
not the case, we can use the transformation of the 
key transport  protocol in the subsequent section): 

• Consider n instances MAA,~, for 1 < 
i _< n, where the n messages sent by A 
in each round are of the form mA,B, = 
(B~,A,r~4,d~,,a(.)), assuming wlog that 
the session number (s) for MAA,B, is i. 

If MA is symmetric-key based: 
in each round, replace the n messages 
m A , B ~  

by a single multmast message m = 
( (Bz , . .  B,~),A, 
( P R F ~  (A, B1), . . ,  P R F ~  (A, B~)), 

(d~l . .. d~,~), (aA,B1 ( ) , . .  , aA,s,  (.))) 

If MA is asymmetric-key based 
in each round, replace the n message mA,B, 
by a single multicast message m = 
((Bi, , S , , ) , d ,  
(PRFr~ (A, B 1 ) , . . . ,  P R F ~  (A, Bn), 

( d ~ l ,  . . , d e n ) ,  a A  ( ) )  

• A accepts or rejects the outcome for each 
B~ separately. 

Note that  an asymmetric-key based MA yields a 
more efficient transformation, since A has to compute 
authentication only once per message We do not as- 
sume anything on the underlying transport  mecha- 
msm, in particular we allow for the posszblhty that 
A's message is broken into pieces (smaller messages) 
according to the different recipients either at A or in 
transit  (e.g., there is a B= joining at a later point m 
time or IP multicast) 

T h e o r e m  8 MAA, ~ ~s a secure multzcast authentz- 
catwn protocol. 

Proof :  (idea): The first condition of definition 7 is 
easily verified. We now show that  if the adversary E 
is successful against MAA, ~ (i.e., p(no-match) is not 
negligible), it is also successful against MAA,B,, for 
any i: 

We assume that E is successful. Hence there must 
a first flow, accepted by the receiver, in a conversa- 
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tmn of MAA,~, which distinguishes it from a match- 
ing conversation. Assume this flow is m the conver- 

{II s 1"Ts sation among ~ B.,A, ~A,~"  Since MAA,B. executed 
by itself is secure and since the use of P R F  maintains 
the unpredmtability of the message content relative 
among possible messages pieces of the big message of 
A, E must have used some information obtained by a 
flow of some II~: ,A or by the fields added to a flow by 
II s - when compared to IY[~,B ~ We now show that A , B  
m this case, E can also break MAA,B, executed by 
itself: we distinguish two cases. Case 1: the "helpful" 
information originates m a message by H ~  ,A. In this 
case, E can do the following when when MAA,s. exe- 
cutes by itself: E executes a corrupt-query for B3, ob- 
serves the flows of MAA,B, and computes the helpful 
informatmn on Its own at B 3. Case 2- the "helpful" 
information originates m a message by H 8 - (wlog m 

A , B  
a field destmated for H~3,A m the first authentzcated 
flow by YI~,~). In this case E can do the following 
when MAa,B~ executes by itself it uses thin help- 
ful field to compute a corresponding flow m MAA,B,, 

which will be accepted by IIB. ,A We are assured of 

this acceptance, since 1[[B,,A does not interact with 
1YI~,A and thus is not aware that  this flow shares 
some fields (e.g, nonces) a flow received by H~,A 
Thus we have reached a contradictmn [] 

Since the P R F ' s  "task" is to hold the message 
pieces together m the same message: 

Corollary 9 I f  a one-to-many transport mechanzsm 
zs used (e.g., szmultaneous broadcast medzum), then 
the use of P R F  ~s unnecessary. 

6 From Auth. Key Transport to Multicast Key 
Transport 

In thin sectmn, we show a secure protocol expan- 
stun, transforming a two-party AKT into a multmast 
key transport protocol: A single party A wants to 
transport the same key to a group of other parties 

= { B 1 , B 2 , . . . B n } .  An oracle II~,~ (or II~j,A ) is 

fresh if 1) It has accepted, 2) it is unopened, and non- 
corrupt, and 3) there is no opened or corrupted oracle 
engaging in a matching conversation with any other 
oracle m session s, where s defines the group as the 
set of oracles B~ engaging m a matching conversatmn 
with the group leader A. 

D e f i n i t i o n  10 (Multzcast Key Transport) 
(1) H zs a secure multzeast authentzcatwn protocol. 
(2) In presence of a benzgn adversary E ,  H 8 - and 

A , B  
each H~,,A accept the same key, chosen according to 
a predefined d~stmbutzon. (3) E cannot dzstmgmsh 
an accepted key at a fresh oracle from a random value 
w~th non-neghgzble probabzhty. 

We now show a transformation of a secure key 
transport  protocol AKTA,B, in which the key is trans- 
mitted from A to B into a multicast key transport  
protocol MKTA,~, where we assume that  AKT does 
not t ransmit  any unencrypted data Otherwise, we 
can simply combine this transformation with the one 
in the previous section, as demonstrated for a con- 
crete application in Section 10 

* Consider n instances AKTA,B, for 1 < 
i ~ n, where the n messages sent by A 
m each round are of the form mA,B~ = 

(B,, A, r~, e(d~, d~,), a(.)), assuming wlog 
that  the session number is i. 

If AKT is symmetric Always replace 
the n messages MA,B, by a single multicast 
message m = 
(B1, .. B,~),A, 
( P R F ~  (A, B1), ., P R F ~  (A, Bn)),  

(eA,B 1 (d~, d~l ) , . .  , eA,,,~ (d~, d~n)), 
(aA,sl(  ),. ,aA,S,~( )) 

If AKT is asymmetric: Always replace 
the n message mA,B, by a single multicast 
message m ---- 
(B1,. B~) ,A ,  
(PRFr~ (A, B , ) , . . . ,  PRFr~ (A, Bn)), 

eBl (d~ ,dB1) , . . .  , eBn(d~,dBn) ,aA(  ) 

* A accepts or rejects the outcome for each 
B, separately 

T h e o r e m  11 MKTA, ~ zs a secure multzcast key trans- 
port protocol. 

Proof: (idea): Same proof as for Theorem 8 shows 
that  MKT is a secure multlcast authentication pro- 
tocol. Since YIA,B, is only fresh, if all member-oracles 
are fresh, and each key transport  ~s secure separately, 
a possible success of E imphes that E knowing some 
flow containing the (encrypted) key helps in guess- 
ing the key within the same session (i.e, without any 
additional chosen message attacks). But this gives E 
the capability of breaking the underlying AKT. D 

7 Multicast Perfect Forward Secrecy 

In this section, we show an expansion, which achieves 
the notion of forward secrecy for Multlcast Key Trans- 
port This notion Is important  and has been an issue 
in the context of two parties. We extend the notion 
of a session as follows 

D e f i n i t i o n  12 (Sesswn) 
Gollectwn of data messages sent wzthin the same group. 
The collectwn can be defined, e.g., by the leader. 

D e f i n i t i o n  13 (Forward-Secret Sesswn-Key Trans- 
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poe  
(1) H zs a secure multzcast authentzcatzon protocol. 
(2) In presence of a benzgn adversary E,  YI s - and A,B 
each II~,,A accept the same sesswn-key, aceordzng to 
a predefined dzstmbutzon. (3) E cannot dzstznguzsh an 
accepted key for a sesswn a at an oracle, whzch was 
fresh untzl the end of a (but E zs allowed to corrupt 
zt at any poznt therea~er), from a random strong. 

We now show a reduction from an asymmetrm 
and a symmetric MKT to a forward-secret sessmn- 
key transport protocol FSSKT. 

• We assume a group which already shares a 
group-key. 

• Each group-member chooses a short-lived 
pubhc and private key (wa some standard 
key generating functmn G). 

• Each member executes a symmetric 2-party 
AKT protocol s - A K T  with the leader which 
uses the group-key to securely transport  
the member's short-lived public key to the 
leader. 

• The group leader distributes a session 
group-key by executing an asymmetric 
MKT protocol a-MKT, which uses the 
short-hved keying material. 

• Each member uses the session group-key to 
transmit data to any other member during 
the session 

• At the end of the session, each member re- 
moves all short-hved keying materml 

T h e o r e m  14 F S S K T  zs a secure forward secret key 
transport protocol. 

Proof :  (idea): Since a-MKT is a secure multlcast 
authentication protocol, FSSKT ts as well. In the 
presence of a bemgn adversary, s - M K T  dehvers the 
short-lived keying material of every group-member 
to every other group-member and a - M K T  dehvers 
the session key from the leader. We now show that  
the session-key is protected We assume that  E m 
successful against FSSKT. (1) s - A K T  m a secure au- 
thenticated key transport  protocol (2) a - M K T  is 
a secure multicast key transport  protocol. (3) the 
private keys used in a - M K T  and the session-key are 
removed at the end of s. (4) the private keys used m 
a-MKT are never transmitted. (1) and the fact the 
E cannot execute a corrupt-query until s has termi- 
nated imply that every member receives every other 
members public key. This together with (2) lmphes 
that E cannot guess the session-key before s has ter- 
minated. (3) and (4) imply that E cannot guess the 
session-key after a corrupt-query, whmh was executed 
after the termination of s. [] 

8 Group Management: Access Control & Group- 
Key Transport 

We first discuss the requirements of access control 
and group-key dzstmbut~on (transport). We then show 
how the protocols developed so far can be used as 
building blocks to obtain secure and robust solutions. 

We assume that  there is a group-leader A, which 
manages a group of parties B~. A distributes a group- 
key ~A to a party B,, if B, requests membership m 
the group and is in the group's access hst, which is 
maintained by A. A also maintains a list of current 
members. Access control and group-key distribution 
essentially reqmres that  each party obtains the group- 
key upon request if and only if it is on the access 
control list and that  the group leader mmntams an 
accurate list of parties which are currently members 
of the group. Let ACA be the access control hst, let 
LA be the hst of current members, both located on A, 
let req-memberB, be true if B, has requested mem- 
bership, and let members ,  be true if B~ has obtained 
membership. 

D e f i n i t i o n  15 (Access Control and Group-Key Trans- 
port A C - G K T A , c )  

1. B~ E LA ~ (B~ E ACA and req-members,)  

2. members, ~ (B, holds group key aA and B~ E 
LA)  

3. In the presence of  a benzgn adversary. (req- 
members,  and B, E ACA)  ~ members , )  

4. Group key zs secure in the sense of Definztwn 10 

A sesswn key for  the group assures prefect 
forward secrecy. 

The first requirement ensures that  if the leader 
accepts a new group member, that  this party is on 
the access control list and has indeed requested to 
join. The second requirement guarantees that if a 
party accepted the membership, it indeed obtained 
the group-key and is included on the leader's group- 
hst The third requirement ensures that lf.a party 
on the access control list requests to join, the leader 
honors the request 

8.1 Embedding MKT and FSSKT into AC-GKT 

We would like to bmld a secure AC-GKT protocol out 
of secure MKT- and FSSKT-protocols Those proto- 
cols are m turn  budt  out of AKT-protocols, such as 
presented in [BR93, BM97]. For an AKT, typically 
not much thought is given as to which side is generat- 
ing the resulting session key. In our case, we clearly 
want the leader to chose the session key. Thus we 
embed an MKT protocol accordingly. Depending on 
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the MKT (in fact, the underlying AKT),  either the 
leader or the members initiate the protocol In the 
first case, we embed the protocol such that  the leader 
uses the first message to announce the group forma- 
tion. In the second case, the members use the first 
message to indmate a join-request. In this case, we 
need to have a separate group announcement  mecha- 
nism. This might be via a shared whlteboard ("pull") 
or another multicast ("push"). If authentication is 
needed, this can be implemented via a leader initiated 
MAA,~, where the group announcement is included 
in the last message of the leader. 

We now show a solution, assuming that  the un- 
derlying AKT lmphes that  the prospective members 
initiate the protocol. Let s-MKT* (a-MKT*), denote 
an Authenticated Multicast Key Transport  Proto- 
col with Consistency 1 using symmetrm (asymmetric 
crypto) and let FSSKT be a forward secret sessmn- 
key protocol. The protocol P* used below either de- 
notes s-MKT* or a-MKT*, depending whether ini- 
tially the leader shares a key with each prospective 
member or whether some public-key infrastructure is 
available 

• Upon setting req-members,  to true, B~ ini- 
tiates its part of P~,~. 

• A only participates with B, in P~,~ if B~ E 
ACA 

• A waits to collect all (or a number above 
some threshold) imtial messages from B~ 
and then engages in P~,~ to distribute aA 

• After accepting with respect to B,, A in- 
cludes B, m LA. 

• After accepting, B, sets members , .  

• To implement a forward-secret sub-session, 
FSSKT (using s-MKT* and a-MKT* as 
subroutines) is revoked. 

T h e o r e m  16 Above is a secure AC-GKT. 

Proof :  (idea): Condition 1: B, E LA holds only 
if A accepts AC-GKT and thus (1) A had verffied 
that  B~ is m AC and (2) A had a matching conver- 
sation with B,, which implies that  B~ had sent the 
first message. Condition 2: memberB, holds only if 
B, accepts AC-GKT and thus executed an MKT with 
Consistency 1 Condition 3 and 4 follow directly from 
MKT correctness. [] 

authentication protocol (incremental two-party ad- 
dition to the existing multmast protocol which main- 
tains security and efficiency). 

According to the group pohcy, a change in the 
composition of the group, might necessitate to re- 
distribute a group key Further discussions on group 
policies are beyond the scope of this paper. 

10 Actual Protocols via Transformations 

In this Section we apply our method on concrete ex- 
amples. In the following, (X)pEK B denotes encryp- 
tlon of x under B 's  public key and (m)SSKB denotes 
the message m together with B's signature on m Let 
(x)g~, B denote the encryptlon of x under a shared 

key and let (m)K~, B denote the message m together 

with its message authentication code (MAC) under 
a shared key. RB and rB denote nonces of B. We 
assume an underlying synchronous broadcast mech- 
amsm to simplify the exposition of the resulting pro- 
tocols 

In Figures 2 and 3, we recap the s-AKT proto- 
col presented by Bellare/Rogaway ([BR93]) and the 
a-AKT protocol by Blake-Wilson/Menezes ([BM97]), 
respectively. Figure 4 shows the Blake-Wilson Menezes 
AKT protocol, after being transformed to fulfill Con- 
slstency 1 and subsequently transformed into a mul- 
tlcast key transport  protocol. Finally, Figure 5 shows 
the Bellare/Rogaway key transport  protocol, after 
it has been transformed into a multmast key trans- 
port protocol with Consistency 2. The results in this 
paper immediately imply that  both these protocols 
are proven secure, given that their respective pre- 
condition of each member having a public/private 
key pair or the leader sharing a secret key with each 
member, is satisfied. 

B A 
RB 

(B, RA, RB, (A, ~)PEKB )SSKA 

(A, RA)SSKB 

Figure 2. Blake-Wilson/Menezes asymmetric auth. 
key transport  (a-AKT) protocol 

9 Group Policies 

In a broadcast network, group-announcement and 
termination can be implemented via a leader initiated 
MAA, fi protocol. A member joining or (smoothly) 
leaving an existing group can execute a two-party 

11 Conclusion and Outlook 

We have designed a basic "arsenal" of secure group 
management protocols. Rather than starting from 
scratch, we have systematmally transformed basic, 
previously proven secure two-party protocols into the 
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B 
R B  

( A , B ,  R B ,  R A ,  (~ )K~,  B )K~,  B 

(B,I-~A)K2A, B 

A 
R I , . . .  , R n  

I II- 
(A ,  B1,  R1,  R A ,  (tC)K~ )K~  . .  (A ,  Bn ,  . .) 

• . [ 

(B1, RA)K~,B1,.  ., (Bn, RA)K~,B, ~ 

A 

Figure 3: Bellare/Rogaway symmetr ic  auth key 
t ranspor t  (s-AKT) protocol 

s t  
( R l , r l ) , . .  , ( R n , r n )  

~1, R1, (A, I~)PEIK1 • , Bn ,  R n ,  (A, ~ ) P E K n ,  R A ) S S K A  

(A, R A ) s S K 1 ,  . , (A ,  R A ) s S K  ~ 

( B t ,  r l  . . . . .  B n ,  r n ) S S K A  

A 

Figure 4 a-MKT with Consistency 1; Blake- 
Wilson/Menezes as s tar t ing point 

demred protocols By doing so, we have obtained in- 
tuitive and rumple protocols whose proof of security 
is more straightforward than if we had s tar ted  from 
scratch. 

We beheve that  this approach will prove useful for 
a number of other applications, which are based on 
authentication and key t ranspor t  One such direc- 
tmn, is embedding multicast  protocols within a net- 
work topology in the presence of misbehaving nodes 
inside and outside the multicast  group Another  fu- 
ture direction is incorporating the work on the multi- 
par ty  Diffie-Hellman based protocols (e.g,  [STW96, 
BW98, AST98]) rata the protocol expansion frame- 
work 
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